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ANATOLE Re NOSENKO

ELICITATION

A. As a result of consultations with ANATOLE 31 March and 1 and 2 April 1969, it was concluded the following topics or items were to be used to begin the new elicitation phase with NOSENKO. The following outline notes of the topics are arranged in the order they are to be discussed with NOSENKO although it is important only to begin with the topics listed 1 and 2. Additional elicitation topics to be added by SH in consonance with discussion set forth in Crucial Questions.

B. ANATOLE emphasizes that it is necessary that NOSENKO be permitted to respond fully and completely about each topic with all possible details. NOSENKO should not be reminded of any previous statements or comments nor should he be corrected about dates, places or persons. He is not to be given any written assignments and each topic is to be covered as completely as possible in one interview without digression into other topics except, of course, where NOSENKO may take the initiative in the digression. He should, however, be brought back to the main topic as soon as possible without losing value of digression.

C. Topics:

1. Defection Motivation

   Most serious: to set stage progressive elicitation.
A. Detail Motivation

(1) Why he hates regime.

(2) Can he give particulars and specifics - concrete examples why he hates regime.

(3) Concrete examples of actions, operations of KGB (security), why he developed negative attitude vs KGB and regime.

(4) Concrete examples of this re Party.

(5) Concrete examples of actions, attitudes, etc., of party leaders, the elite, the hierarchy which caused him to take negative attitude.

The above must be special session - then to be reviewed for further consideration re statement.

2. Detail career

All assignments, month, year, naming head of departments and sections 1953 - highlighting major assignments accomplishments.

3. General question to have NOSENKO describe and detail with examples how misinformation handled in SCD - give cases - name personnel - what kind of games - relations with FCD - entire KGB - everything he knows without suggesting anything to him.
4. Leadership of KGB.
   Chairman, Deputies, and their colleagues - yearly basis 1953 (do not combine years) to 1964 with detailed biography of each.

5. Leadership of FGB.
   Chairman, Deputies, and their colleagues - yearly basis 1953 (do not combine years) to 1964 with detailed biography of each.

6. Leadership of SCD.
   Chairman, Deputies, and their colleagues - yearly basis 1953 (do not combine years) to 1964 with detailed biography of each. (do not go to Heads of Departments)

7. Vassall

8. BELITSKIY - go ahead on basis questionnaire.

9. All heads of American Department and deputies 1953, on yearly basis, with complete details re biography - ask questions on each - oral.

10. GUK, CHURANOY, etc. - explore in detail as with questions.

11. VAKHRUSHEV
    1st years in Institute Foreign Policy.
    2nd question list of friends, classmates with biography when/if mentions VAKHRUSHEV and SUSLOV - then ask questions outlined.
13. Skvortsov (with friends).
15. Kozlov.
17. Yerofeyev.
18. Panasenko.
20. Documentation -
   Explain again how, when received documentation,
   why discrepancies, how can you travel - identity card one
   rank order another rank.
21. Travel abroad, cover, etc.
22. Use of alias, questionnaire.
23. Yuriy V. Krotkov -
   (probably nothing yet)
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